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A scheme is proposed to include both cyclic and noncyclic geometric quantum computations in nuclear-
magnetic-resonance system by the invariant theory. By controlling magnetic field and arbitrary parameters in
the invariant operator, the phases accumulated in the entangling quantum gates for single- and two-qubit
systems are pure geometric phases. Thus, fault tolerance may occur in some critical magnetic field parameters
for either cyclic or noncyclic evolution by differently choosing for gate time.
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Geometric quantum computation is built in fault-tolerant
quantum gates by using geometric phase shifts. A geometric
quantum gate can be achieved by using only adiabatic evo-
lution �1�. However, it is difficult to experimentally realize
quantum computation with the adiabatic evolution because a
long operation time is required �2–4�. This is especially true
given that the evolution has to be repeated several times in
order to cancel the dynamical phase. Decoherence is the
most important limiting factor for quantum computation be-
cause its effect is that quantum superpositions decay into
statistical mixtures �5�. It may be better, therefore, to con-
struct geometric quantum gates by using the nonadiabatic
geometric phase �6–9� since this allows for shortening gate
times.

It is worth noting that the nonadiabatic evolutions result
in errors that typically destroy cyclicity so as to cause the
evolutions for which the conventional theory of the nonadia-
batic geometric phase fails to apply �10,11�. Therefore, it is
interesting in extending our studies to the noncyclic geomet-
ric computation �12–14�. Such extension may be helpful in
the design of geometric quantum gates due to an enhanced
flexibility in choice of evolutions. It also avoids the problems
about some types of errors that do not preserve cyclicity and
therefore may be conceptually useful in that it makes pos-
sible to analyze the fault tolerance associated with such er-
rors �15–17�.

In the conventional theory for quantum computation, the
total phase between the final and initial states is a sum of the
geometric and dynamical phases. In some methods of geo-
metric quantum computation, it is necessary to remove or
control the dynamical component. In noncyclic case, the
phase shifts are usually nonlinear, so that it is difficult to
achieve a built-in geometric quantum gate, especially, for the
two-qubit entangling quantum gate �16�.

In a real quantum system, a useful tool to solve
Schrödinger equation is the theory of dynamical invariant to
treat time-dependent Hamiltonian �18–20�. Indeed, the dy-
namically invariant theory was recently used in a proposal of
implementation of cyclic geometric quantum gates �21,22�.
In the present work, a scheme is proposed to implement
quantum gates based on noncyclic geometric phases by the
invariant theory, which is a generalization of the results in
cyclic Aharanov-Anandan phase. We show that both single-
and two-qubit geometric gates may be achieved by a unified
scheme which is valid in both cyclic and noncyclic evolu-
tions, and the dynamic phases could be cancelled by appro-

priately choosing the parameters of the applied magnetic
field in nuclear-magnetic-resonance �NMR� system.

Let us start from a dynamically invariant theory. The Her-
mitian invariant I�t� operator satisfies

�I�t�
�t

= i�I�t�,H�t�� , �1�

where H�t� is Hamiltonian of the system. It is known that I�t�
is one of the complete set of commuting observables, so that
there exists a complete set of eigenstates of I�t� �18–20�.
Furthermore, I�t� should not involve in time-derivative op-
erators because dI�t�

dt = �I�t�
�t − i�I�t� ,H�t��=0. The nondegener-

ate eigenvalue equation of the time-dependent invariant op-
erator is given by

I�t���n,t� = �n��n,t� , �2�

which is used to construct the solution of Schrödinger equa-
tion because the eigenstate, ��n , t�, is also the eigenstates of
Hamiltonian H�t�. Thus,

���t�� = �
n

cn exp�i	
0

t

dt
�n,t�i
�

�t
− H�t���n,t����n,t� ,

�3�

where cn do not depend on the involving time. The first term
in the phase is a geometric phase and the second term is a
dynamical phase.

Consider the Hamiltonian for a single-qubit system in
NMR system; we have

H�t� = −
1

2
�0��x sin � cos �t + �y sin � sin �t�

−
1

2
�1�z cos � , �4�

where �i=g���Bi /� with g��� are the gyromagnetic, Bi �i
=1,2� and � act as the external controllable parameters and
can be experimentally changed, and �i �i=x ,y ,z� are the
Pauli operators.

It is known that any 2	2 matrix may be expanded by a
unit 12	2 and three Pauli matrices. Thus, the invariant opera-
tor may be constructed by
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I�t� = b0�t� + bx�t��x + by�t��y + bz�t��z, �5�

where b0�t�, bx�t�, by�t�, and bz�t� are expansion coefficients
and will be determined by the invariant equation.

Inserting Eqs. �4� and �5� into Eq. �1�, we find that ḃ0
=0, bx�t�=�0 cos �t, by�t�=�0 sin �t, and bz�t�=�1 with
�1=�1 cos �+� and �0=�0 sin �. Furthermore, its eigen-
values may be obtained by �
=b0
��0

2+�1
2 with corre-

sponding eigenvectors ��+ , t�=cos�
2 �0�+ei�t sin�

2 �1� and
��− , t�=−sin�

2 �0�+ei�t cos�
2 �1�, respectively, where �

=2 arctan �0 / ��1+��0
2+�1

2�. Using these eigenvectors, the
corresponding geometric phases in the region of �0,�� may
be expressed as �20–22�



g = −

��

2
�1 � cos �� , �6�

where � is gate operation time, for the cyclic geometric phase
�=2� /�, and the dynamical phases are given by



d = 


�

2
� , �7�

where �=�2 cos �+�0 sin � with �2=�1 cos �.
It is noted that �, �0, and �2 are functions of �i �i

=1,2� and �. In the geometric quantum computation, we
may adjust these external controllable parameters to satisfy
the following relations:

��2 cos � + �0 sin �� = 2k� , �8�

where k=0 for both the noncyclic and cyclic cases and k
=1,2 , . . ., only for the cyclic case. When k=0, the dynamical
phases +

d =−
d =0. This means that the physical system is at

dark state. Under the case, it is adapted to implement both
the cyclic and noncyclic geometric quantum computations by
operating gate timing. Under condition �8�, according to Eq.
�3�, the wave function for single-qubit system may be ex-
pressed as

��t� = c+ei+
g
��+,t� + c−ei−

g
��−,t� , �9�

which implies that a pair of orthogonal states ��
 , t� can
evolve in terms of the relations u�����
 , t=0�
=exp�i


g ������
 , t=��, where u��� is a unitary transforma-
tion. Thus an arbitrary initial state can be expressed as ��i�
=c+��+ , t=0�+c−��− , t=0� with c
= 
�
 , t=0 ��i�. According
to Eq. �9�, the final state at time � is calculated as �� f�
=c+ei+

g�����+ , t=��+c−ei−
g�����− , t=��. Under the computa-

tional basis �0� , �1��, the unitary matrix u�+
g ,−

g ,��, between
the input and output states, can be written as

u�+
g,−

g,�� = �a1 b

b a2
� , �10�

where a1=ei+
g

cos2 �
2 +ei−

g
sin2 �

2 , a2=ei+
g

sin2 �
2 +ei−

g
cos2 �

2 ,

and b= 1
2sin ��ei+

g
−ei−

g
�. Differently from the cyclic geomet-

ric quantum gate for single-qubit system �23�, Eq. �10� in-
cludes both the cyclic and noncyclic cases for the different
gate timing �. It is noted that there exists the relation +=
−−−�� between the geometric phases of the eigenstates.
Substituting this relation into Eq. �10�, one may simplify the

quantum gates, so that the result actually recovers Berry’s
result +=−− up to 2� under the adiabatic condition.

For two-qubit system in NMR, in order to simplify our
computation but without loss of generality, we only consider
the spin-spin coupling interaction between the target and
control qubits. The total Hamiltonian is

H12�t� = −
1

2
�0��1x sin � cos �t + �1y sin � sin �t�

−
1

2
�1�1z cos � + ��� 1 · �� 2, �11�

where � is the strength of the interaction between two qubits.
According to the closed algebra theory and Eq. �1�, the Her-
mitian invariant operator for the two-qubit system may be
constructed as

I12�t� = c0 + �0��1x sin � cos �t + �1y sin � sin �t�

+ ��1 cos � + ���1z + cI�� 1 · �� 2, �12�

where ċ0=0 and ċI=0 are arbitrary constants and will be
determined in the following.

Under the computational basis �00� , �01� , �10� , �11��, the
invariant operator I12�t� may be rewritten as

I12�t�

=�
c0 + cI + �1 0 �0e−i�t 0

0 c0 − cI + �1 2cI �0e−i�t

�0ei�t 2cI c0 − cI − �1 0

0 �0ei�t 0 c0 + cI − �1

� ,

�13�

which has eigenvalues �1
=c0+cI
��0
2+�1

2 and �2
=c0

−cI
�4cI
2+�0

2+�1
2. The corresponding eigenvectors are

given by

��1+,t� = cos2�

2
�00� +

1

2
ei�tsin ���01� + �10��

+ e2i�t sin2�

2
�11� , �14�

��1−,t� = sin2�

2
�00� −

1

2
ei�tsin ���01� + �10��

+ e2i�t cos2�

2
�11� , �15�

��2
,t� =
1
�2

cos �
��00�

− e2i�t�11�� � ei�tsin �
�cos �
�01� − sin �
�10�� ,

�16�

where �
=arccos �0 /�2���4cI
2+�0

2+�1
2�cI�2−cI

2�
and �
=arctan��2cI��1+�4cI

2+�0
2+�1

2� / ��2cI
�1

+�4cI
2+�0

2+�1
2�.

Using these eigenvectors, the corresponding geometric
phases may be expressed as
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1+
g = 2+

g, 1−
g = 2−

g, 2+
g = 2−

g = − �� . �17�

It is noted that the geometric phases for the two-qubit system
are two times of the ones for the single-qubit system. In the
cyclic evolution with �=2� /�, it is obvious that 1+

g and 1−
g

are proportional to the area of Bloch sphere with the azi-
muthal angles �=� and �=�+�, respectively, while 2+

g =
−2� and 2−

g =−2� are −2 times of the area in the parameter
space with the azimuthal angles �=� /2 and �=3� /2, re-
spectively.

The dynamical phases may be obtained by

1

d = ��� 


1

2
�� , �18�

2

d = ��� cos 2�
 −

1

2
�2 sin2 �
 cos 2�


�
1

2�2
�0 sin 2�
�cos �
 + sin �
�

− 2� sin2 �
 sin 2�
� . �19�

After choosing the external controllable parameters ac-
cording to Eq. �8�, we further set the arbitrary constant cI to
satisfy

8�cI − �2�1 +
2�0

2cI

�4cI
2 + �0

2 + �1
2

= 0, �20�

which leads to 2+
d =2−

d =2
d. From Fig. 1, we see that there

exist, indeed, some physically meaningful solutions to Eq.
�20�.

It is noted that the eigenvectors ��1+ , t� and ��1− , t� depend
only on the magnetic field parameters while ��2+ , t� and

��2− , t� are determined by both the magnetic field parameters
and the constant cI in invariant operator. Therefore, we may
separate the system into two subspaces. Under conditions �8�
and �20�, thus, the wave functions may be expressed by

��1�t�� = c1+ei1+
g

��1+,t� + c1−ei1−
g

��1−,t� , �21�

��2�t�� = ei�2
g−2

d��c2+��2+,t� + c2−��2−,t�� , �22�

where ei�2
g−2

d� may be regarded as an overall phase and
dropped out in quantum computation. It is noted that

�1�t� ��2�t��=0. Therefore, the two subspaces are orthogo-
nal. Thus, under the basis ��1+ , t� , ��1− , t� , ��2+ , t� , ��2− , t��, a
geometric controlled-u gate may be expressed as

U��� = �u��� O

O E
�, u��� = �ei1+

g ��� 0

0 ei1−
g ��� � , �23�

where E and O represent the 2	2 unit and zero matrices,
respectively. The controlled-u gate is either the cyclic geo-
metric gate or the noncyclic one for the different gate time �.

In terms of the computational basis �00� , �01� , �10� , �11��,
where the first �second� bit represents the state of the
target �control� qubit, the two initial states are
��1i�0��=c1+��1+ ,0�+c1−��1− ,0� and ��2i�0��=c2+��2+ ,0�
+c2−��2− ,0� and the corresponding final states are

��1f����=c1+ei1+
g �����1+ ,��+c1−ei1−

g �����1− ,�� and ��2f����=
c2+��2+ ,��+c2−��2− ,��, respectively. Inserting Eqs. �14�–�17�
into ��1f���� and ��2f����, we find that the final states may
be completely expressed by the geometric phases. Thus, the
geometric unitary transformation U�1


g ,2
g ,�� up to a rela-

tive phase factor, between the input and output states, can be
written as

U�1

g ,2

g,�� =�
u1+ u1+� u1−� u1−

u2+ u2+� u2−� u2−

u3+ u3+� u3+� u3−

u4+ u4+� u4−� u4−

� , �24�

where u3k−2
= �k+
 ��k−− �u3k−2+� +u3k−2−� �sin �� /cos �� /2
�k=1,2�, uk+1
= �0−
 ��0+− �uk+1+� +uk+1−� �sin �� /cos �� /2
�k=1,2�, u1
� = �b�d
+b
a�� /u, u2
� = �
f�d
+ f
a�� /u,
u3
� = ��h�d

h
a�� /u, and u4
� = �−p�d
− p
a�� /u with

�0
=sin ��ei�1+
g −2

g�
ei�1−
g −2

g�� /2, �1
=ei1+
g

cos2 �
2 
ei1−

g

	sin2 �
2 , �2
=ei�1+

g −22
g� sin2 �

2 
ei�1−
g −22

g� cos2 �
2 , a
=

sin �
 cos �
+tan � /�2, d
=sin �
 sin �
−tan � /�2,

b
= �cos �
−�1− cos �
 /cos �� /�2, f
=e−i2
g

sin �


	cos �

�0+ cos �
 / ��2 cos ��, h
=e−i2
g

sin �


	sin �
��0+ cos �
 / ��2 cos ��, p
= �e−2i2
g

cos �
+�2−
	cos �
 /cos �� /�2, and u=d+d−−a+a−.

Thus, we achieve the entangling universal quantum gates
based entirely on purely geometric operations. Geometric
quantum computation demands that logical gates in comput-
ing are realized by using geometric phase shifts, so that it
may have the built-in fault-tolerant advantage due to the fact
that the geometric phases depend only on some global geo-
metric features. As an example, we choose the parameters in
terms of Eqs. �8� and �20� as �0=�1, �=�0 sin �

0246

Θ�rad�

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

cI��0 �

0.0

0.5
Λ��0 �

FIG. 1. �Color online� Invariant coupling constant cI �for only
cI�0� is shown as a function of � and �, where �= 1

2�0= 1
2�1 are

taken and cI and � are in units of �0. A similar situation is for cI

�0.
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−�1 cos �, cI=−�0 /2, and �=0.034�0, so that �=3� /4, �
=� /4, �+=81.58°, �+=28.68°, �−=31.4°, and �−=−75.36°.
Thus the elements of unitary transformation matrix �24� may
be written as

u1+ = 2.07 − 1.47ei1+
g

+ 0.40ei1−
g

,

u1+� = 0.64 − 0.77ei1+
g

+ 0.13ei1−
g

,

u1−� = − 4.79 + 5.78ei1+
g

− 0.99ei1−
g

,

u1− = − 2.07 + 2.33ei1+
g

− 0.25ei1−
g

,

u2+ = 2.29e−i2
g

− 0.55ei�1+
g −2

g� − 0.91ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u2+� = − 0.78e−i2
g

− 0.43ei�1+
g −2

g� − 0.43ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u2−� = − 3.80e−i2
g

+ 2.39ei�1+
g −2

g� + 2.39ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u2− = 2.29e−i2
g

+ 0.91ei�1+
g −2

g� + 0.55ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u3+ = 1.34e−i2
g

− 0.61ei�1+
g −2

g� − 0.96ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u3+� = 0.11e−i2
g

− 0.32ei�1+
g −2

g� − 0.32ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u3−� = − 2.80e−i2
g

+ 2.39ei�1+
g −2

g� + 2.39ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u3− = − 1.34e−i2
g

+ 0.96ei�1+
g −2

g� + 0.61ei�1−
g −2

g�,

u4+ = − 2.07e−2i2
g

− 0.25ei�1+
g −22

g� + 2.33ei�1−
g −22

g�,

u4+� = − 0.64e−2i2
g

− 0.13ei�1+
g −22

g� + 0.77ei�1−
g −22

g�,

u4−� = 4.79e−2i2
g

+ 0.99ei�1+
g −22

g� − 5.78ei�1−
g −22

g�,

u4− = 2.07e−2i2
g

+ 2.04ei�1+
g −22

g� − 1.47ei�1−
g −22

g�,

We see that U�1

g ,2

g ,�� is a nontrivial geometric phase
gate.

In conclusion, we have proposed a way to realize both the
cyclic and noncyclic geometric computations based on the
dynamical invariant theory, where the invariant operators are
constructed by the closed algebra. For the cyclic geometric
gate, the gate time is �=2� /�. For the noncyclic gate, the
gate time is arbitrary. The idea of the noncyclic geometric
gate may be helpful to reduce some errors from the gate
timing operation. By controlling magnetic field and arbitrary
parameters in the invariant operator, the phase accumulated
in the entangling quantum gate is a pure geometric phase.
Thus, the fault tolerance may occur in some critical magnetic
field parameters for the NMR implementations of either non-
cyclic or cyclic geometric phase-shift gate in the single- and
two-qubit systems.

In the conventional geometric gate, it is a big question
how to remove the dynamical component by using some
operations or dark states. The experimental errors are, obvi-
ously, increased because of the operational process. More
worryingly, the dynamical phase accumulated in the gate op-
eration for the entangled two-qubit system under the noncyc-
lic evolution is possibly nonzero and cannot be eliminated.
Our approach does not need any such process, which leads to
a possible reduction in experimental errors as well as gate
timing.
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